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OFFICER SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS – BRIG/TRANSIENT PERSONNEL UNIT (TPU)/REGIONAL RESTRICTION BARRACKS (RRB)
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<td></td>
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1. **Policy**

   a. Nominations for officer assignment to Brig/Transient Personnel Unit (TPU)/Regional Restriction Barracks (RRB) will be forwarded by the gaining placement officer to Navy Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM), Corrections and Program Office (PERS-00D1) for preliminary screening.

   b. Upon receiving a positive reply from NAVPERSCOM (PERS-00D1), the gaining placement officer will forward a letter to the nominee’s commanding officer (CO) requesting their recommendation.

2. **Brig/TPU/RRB Officer Screening Criteria**

   a. If a positive recommendation is received, the gaining placement officer will process orders for the officer.

   b. The screening criteria for Brig/TPU/RRB officers include the following:

      1. Have served a minimum of 2 years on active duty.

      2. Should be a promotable officer.

      3. Possess a high degree of adaptability in working with younger military personnel.
(4) If a member is a recently selected Limited Duty Officer (LDO)/Chief Warrant Officer (CWO), must have no record of military disciplinary actions during the last 4 years of military service.

(5) Possess ability to manage a self-contained organizational structure.

(6) Be mature and emotionally stable, possessing good judgment.

(7) Have no obvious disfigurement or other physical or speech impediment, which might subject that individual to contempt or ridicule by prisoners.

(8) Be able to issue commands and instructions clearly.

(9) Demonstrated stability in personal affairs without history of severe domestic or personal problems.

(10) Demonstrated consistency in execution of policy and treatment of others.

(11) Demonstrated poise in stressful situations.

(12) Meet minimum Navy physical fitness assessment standards per reference (a).

3. Naval Consolidated Brig (NAVCONBRIG) CO Screening.
Officers screened for command of NAVCONBRIGs will spend 18 months in the executive officer (XO) billet followed by 18 months as CO. Officers will be required to “fleet up” regardless of their past NAVCONBRIG experience.

a. Selection for NAVCONBRIG command will be via each community’s command screen process. The Command Leadership course will be incorporated into the established NAVCONBRIG command training pipeline.

b. The following implementation guidance is provided:

(1) All NAVCONBRIG CO and XO billets will be immediately redesignated as 1000 coded billets.
(2) Tour lengths for incumbent (non-command screened) XOs shall not be shortened to less than 18 months.

(3) Tour lengths for incumbent (non fleet-up) COs shall not be shortened to less than 18 months.

(4) Slating of officers within 6 months of their projected rotation date (PRD) will not be involuntarily altered.

(5) Fleet up XO tour lengths may be shortened to no less than 12 months.

(6) All NAVCONBRIG XOs will be filled by command screened officers to fleet up to 18-month NAVCONBRIG command tours.